Bye-Bye, Big Bad Bullybug!

Here comes Big Bad Bullybug! Hes big, mean, and scary--and loves to pick on little itty bitty
bugs! With the turn of each die-cut page, Bullybug grows bigger, meaner, and scarier. But its
the itty bitty bugs who get the last laugh in this exciting, new, frighteningly-fun adventure.
Caldecott award-winning author-artist Ed Emberley, author of the enormously popular Go
Away, Big Green Monster!, offers readers another ingeniously crafted novelty storybook that
helps children face, and then chase away, their fears.
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In a return to the concept that produced the brilliant Go Away Big Green Monster ( ),
Emberley offers a new character to stand up to. The Hardcover of the Bye-Bye, Big Bad
Bullybug! by Ed Emberley at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or more!. Get this from a
library! Ed Emberley's bye-bye, big bad bullybug!. [Ed Emberley] -- Die-cut pages reveal the
scary and mean parts of a bullybug as it prepares to. Bye-Bye, Big Bad Bullybug! by Ed
Emberley, , available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide. Elizabeth Bush.
Emberley, Ed Bye-Bye, Big Bad Bullybug!; written and illus. by Ed Emberley. LB Kids/Little,
p ISBN $ Ad yrs . Here comes Big Bad Bullybug! He's big, mean, and scary â€” and loves to
pick on little itty bitty bugs! With the turn of each die-cut page, Bullybug grows bigger.
Bye-Bye, Big, Bad Bullybug! Bright bold colors and shapes create the scene with the big, bad
bullybug picking on the itty-bitty baby bugs.
Here comes Big Bad Bullybug! He's big, mean, and scary - and loves to pick on little itty bitty
bugs. With the turn of each die-cut page, Bullybug gets bigger.
Bye-bye, Big Bad Bullybug! (Book): Emberley, Ed: Die-cut pages reveal the scary and mean
parts of a bullybug, but just as it is about to attack some itty-bitty .
Die-cut pages reveal the scary and mean parts of a bullybug as it prepares to attack some
itty-bitty baby bugs, but a rescuer arrives on the scene before the bully.
Here comes Big Bad Bullybug! He's big, mean, and scaryâ€“and loves to pick on little itty
bitty bugs! With the turn of each die-cut page, Bullybug grows.
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